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Sealed for Your Protection
olive werby
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Dear valued customer,
Your health and safety is our top priority over here at our 
company. Nothing is of higher concern, other than profit of 
course. Thank you and have a nice day!
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Olive’s work utilizes plastics that most people use and discard with no 
thought. She makes you look at the grotesque neon refuse we are all 
responsible for, as if to say, you did this, don’t pretend you didn’t do 
this. Plastic makes aspects of our lives effortless, one time use plastic 
eases our consumption. In this way plastic is comforting, ever present, 
and Olive’s triumph is making unrecognizable the very aesthetics and 
modes engineered to make us buy buy buy. 
Some of her more sculptural pieces show congregations of plastic 
which, in concert with her microscopic level pieces, constitute a study 
of the similarity between the macro and micro structures of plastics. 
The seamless worlds made entirely of plastic are certainly alien to our 
own, but in them we recognize something from every aspect of our 
lives. 
 
Sarah Sieber, artist and peer
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In this project, I ruminate on the shiny, shape shifting poly-
mer saturated world we are continuously creating. Oil, plas-
tic, fossil fuels are all very convenient for turning a profit, for 
consuming more and more, for the structures in place today. 
Concurrantly, it is becoming increasingly inconvenient for 
our future generations to avoid extinction.
         
           
                     Thank You 
                     
 
to Daphne Fitzpatrick, Bard Photography class of 2020, 
Pamela Dunham, and Doug Werby for all your love and 
support.
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